Media Release

**Food Industry Leaders Commit to Tackle Food Waste in Canada**

Canadian Retailers and Product Manufacturers Announce 50% Reduction Target

Canada’s National Zero Waste Council and Provision Coalition applaud the formal commitment made today by eight leading Canadian companies – Kraft Heinz Canada, Loblaw Companies Ltd, Maple Leaf Foods, Metro Inc, Save-On-Foods, Sobeys Inc, Unilever Canada and Walmart Canada – to take measurable action to prevent and reduce food waste in their own operations by 50% by 2025.¹

The companies will measure individual progress using the globally recognized Food Loss and Waste Accounting and Reporting Standard and will each report on their progress annually. This measuring and monitoring action is critical to reducing food waste successfully. The companies recognize that their commitment is in alignment with the National Zero Waste Council’s *A Food Loss and Waste Strategy for Canada*, and that theirs is a first step on a journey of long term action to address a national problem.

The National Zero Waste Council and Provision Coalition have been selected as key collaborators in this endeavor due to their own leadership on food loss and waste, providing resources and support ranging from Love Food Hate Waste Canada – a consumer-facing campaign – to an award winning Food Loss and Waste Platform, which empowers business leaders to identify and realize significant reductions in waste. Both Provision Coalition and the National Zero Waste Council are looking forward to supporting long term business action through knowledge-sharing, research, and innovation.

“Food loss and waste present social, environment and economic challenges for communities, governments and businesses across the country. These challenges demand bold, collaborative action,” says Malcolm Brodie, Chair, National Zero Waste Council."

“Though many food waste reduction activities are already underway, they are mostly happening in isolation from each other. We can achieve far greater success through collaboration and a unified vision for change such as that being demonstrated today by Canada’s leading retailers and manufacturers. We are pleased to be supporting these industry leaders and look forward to working with them to accelerate real change to reduce food loss and waste.”

While the participating companies have already taken significant action within their own organizations to reduce food waste – such as diverting surplus food to those in need, or reusing food that isn’t appropriate for human consumption as livestock feed, compost, or alternative energy – they recognize that more can and must be done. A shared commitment to food waste prevention and reduction can speed up change and achieve greater results.

¹ Measured against a 2016 baseline.
“Canada’s leading grocery retailers and manufacturers are showing that they clearly understand the role they can play in accelerating tangible and practical solutions to address food loss and waste across the supply chain,” says Norm Beal, Chair, Provision Coalition.

“With newly released estimates of 43% of avoidable food waste occurring in processing and manufacturing, this presents enormous opportunity for all manufacturers to take action. When working with companies, Provision identifies on average $350,000 in potential annual savings (and 545 tonnes of CO2 per year) through our Food Loss and Waste Platform. We look forward to supporting these manufacturers – and others – in realizing similar results at their facilities across Canada to positively impact the environment and their bottom line.”

In Canada, it is estimated that 58% of food produced and distributed is wasted annually, 32% of which is avoidable. This avoidable waste costs approximately $49.5 billion each year, reduces the supply of food available for us to eat and contributes to climate change through methane emissions in landfill.2 Food waste occurs across Canada’s food supply chain with significant value and volume loss happening at the point of processing and manufacturing, and retail and household. Successfully addressing this problem can be achieved with the kind of collective action and leadership demonstrated by the Canadian companies announcing their commitment today.

The Commitment will be highlighted at Provision Coalition’s upcoming The Power of Data for Making Food Sustainably conference, taking place on February 26 & 27, 2019 in Vaughan, Ontario.
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If you require additional information, please contact:
Heather Schoemaker, Director, Secretariat, National Zero Waste Council
heather.schoemaker@metrovancouver.org
Cher Mereweather, Executive Director, Provision Coalition
cmereweather@provisioncoalition.com

Further background below.

**About the National Zero Waste Council**

The National Zero Waste Council is a leadership initiative founded and supported by Metro Vancouver bringing together governments, businesses and non-government organizations to advance waste prevention in Canada. Our mission is to act collaboratively with business, government and the community, at the national and international level, as an agent of change for waste prevention and reduction in the design, production and use of goods.

To learn more about the Food Loss and Waste Strategy for Canada contact the National Zero Waste Council at admin@nzwc.ca or visit www.nzwc.ca

**About Provision Coalition**

Provision Coalition is a food industry advisory service helping manufacturers increase revenues, reduce costs and elevate their brand - purposefully. Through its Purpose to Profit model, Provision helps

---

2 [https://secondharvest.ca/research/the-avoidable-crisis-of-food-waste/]
companies create value, realize savings and positively impact the environment. With 17 provincial and national agri-food association members, Provision has committed to reducing the food and beverage manufacturing sector’s environmental footprint, improving employment culture and strengthening business competitiveness.

To learn more about Provision’s Purpose to Profit Model contact us at info@provisioncoalition.com or visit www.provisioncoalition.com